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Corporate Investment/GDP
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Corporate Debt/GDP
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Can Sluggish Investment Be Due to Corporate
Indebtedness?

We ask whether high levels of corporate debt are holding back private
corporate investment?

1 We consider both the level of corporate indebtedness and the
maturity structure of the debt, to capture the effects from debt
overhang and rollover risk

2 Data:
Europe-wide firm-level data relating real outcomes to financial
decisions covering micro enterprises, SMEs and large firms

Major difference from the literature that mostly focuses on the listed
firms (1 percent of our sample)
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What is Debt Overhang?

Myers (1977): High levels of debt curtailing investments because
the benefits from additional investment in firms financed by risky
debt accrue largely to existing debt holders rather than shareholders

More generally in finance literature: A debt burden that is so large
that a firm cannot take on additional debt to finance future
projects, even if the investment opportunities are profitable enough
to enable it to reduce its indebtedness over time

We capture debt overhang using the ratio of corporate debt
to corporate earnings (debt repayment capacity)

Different than what has been emphasized by macro literature: Due
to limited commitment by government, a negative correlation
between government debt and investment
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What is Rollover Risk?

Consider role of debt maturity

Short term debt increases rollover risk during crises, when lenders
are unwilling to renew expiring credit lines as collateral values drop
and financial conditions deteriorate (Diamond 1991)

Even small changes in collateral values can lead to dramatic
changes in debt capacity when firms’ short term debt needs to be
frequently rolled over (Acharya, Gale, and Yorulmazer 2011)

We measure rollover risk using ratio of short term debt (less
than 1 year remaining maturity) in total debt
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Corporate Indebtedness as an Overlooked Channel

Existing explanations for low investment and growth in Europe

Low demand and aggregate uncertainty

Risky borrowers

Weak financial conditions from sovereign and bank distress

Banks are weakened by losses from real estate, reducing credit supply
Sovereign stress further reduces credit supply by imposing losses on
banks with sovereign exposure and deteriorating bank funding
conditions (sovereign-bank linkages)

A high debt overhang firm may choose not to invest even if
its bank is not weak or itself is not a risky borrower
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Debt Overhang By Size
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Our Contribution

1 Focus on identifying an overlooked channel–corporate
indebtedness– for investment slump, conditional on other channels

2 Pan-European setting where we exploit heterogeneity not only of
banks but also of sovereigns for real outcomes

3 Use a unique hand-matched firm-bank-sovereign data from all
Europe that includes small firms

Small firms make up a large fraction of economic activity in Europe
Cannot switch to alternative sources of funding
Debt overhang effects are presumably larger in small firms given
higher information asymmetry and riskiness
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Share of Debt by Size
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Share of Short Term Debt by Size
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Findings

Debt overhang (debt/earnings) has a negative influence on
investment during regular times and even more so during crisis
times, regardless of riskiness of banks and sovereigns

Short term debt has a positive effect on investment during regular
times but a negative one during crisis times, consistent with an
increase in rollover risk

The rollover risk during the crisis can be linked to an increase in
sovereign risk

Rollover risk in peripheral Europe increased especially for firms with
borrower relationships with banks weakened by sovereign exposure,
highlighting role of sovereign-bank linkages

Macro effect: The debt overhang and rollover risk channels
together explain more than half of the actual decline in
aggregate corporate investment during the crisis
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ORBIS-AMADEUS Data

ORBIS database provided by Bureau van Dijk (BvD), harmonized
worldwide (130million+). Focus on AMADEUS, the European
subset of ORBIS starting 1999.

We merge across different vintages of data and across different
disks within vintage to increase coverage: we capture 70-90 percent
of the real economic activity

Balance sheets and income statements at 4 digit NACE industry
classification.

Collected from official business registers, annual reports, and
newswires.

Private and public firms (advantage over Compustat/Worldscope).

Mimics official size distribution where less than 250 employee firms
account for 70 percent of the economic activity for most European
countries
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Matching firms to banks and sovereigns

We use KOMPASS database to match bank and firms (firms report
their main banker that they borrow from and secondary banker in
most cases).

Giannetti and Ongena (2012), Ongena, Peydró, van Horen (2013)
used same matching for Eastern Europe to track the role of foreign
banks in transmitting the crisis.

Then use Bankscope to get the bank balance sheet

We match firms both to their relationship bank, and in some
specifications to the parent bank of the relationship bank

For most observations, bank and firm sovereign are identical (with
exception of Eastern Europe)
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Identification Methodology

A key challenge is to control for changes in demand (or
productivity shocks)—four-digit sector-country-year fixed effects

Identifying assumption is that firms face demand shocks at their
four-digit-sector level but subject to similar idiosyncratic demand
shocks if they are high-low debt.

A differences-in-differences specification based on high-low debt
(whatever remaining variation in firm specific demand should not
vary with indebtedness)

An additional challenge is weak firms borrow from weak banks: we
have the balance sheet for both and so can account for this directly
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Benchmark Regression

(
Investment

Capital

)
isct

= β Overhangisc,t−1 × POSTct + λ Overhangisc,t−1

+ δ Maturityisc,t−1 × POSTct + ω Maturityisc,t−1

+ ψ Debtisc,t−1 × POSTct + ε Debtisc,t−1

+ Xisc,t−1
′γ + αi + ωcst + εisct

POSTc,t is country-year specific dummy, depending on the recession
date. (Results similar when defining POST based on crisis year 2008 for
all countries)

Timing: All explanatory variables other than POST are lagged one
period (t − 1) if t < T , with T the recession date; from T onwards,
explanatory variables other than POST are fixed at time T − 1
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Benchmark Results: All Firms

Sample: All Firms
Dependent variable: I/K

(1) (2) (3)
Europe Euro area Periphery

Debt 0.0394** 0.0403** 0.0413**
(109.89) (97.95) (76.60)

Maturity -0.210** -0.228** -0.215**
(-59.35) (-54.11) (-39.44)

Debt Service Capacity 0.0930** 0.108** 0.0917**
(44.49) (33.97) (22.51)

Sales Growth 0.0550** 0.0531** 0.0567**
(43.05) (33.52) (29.96)

Size -0.388** -0.367** -0.351**
(-248.05) (-193.51) (-152.74)

Observations 4,469,557 3,037,869 1,935,789
R2 0.41 0.39 0.37
Firm FE yes yes yes
Country-sector-year FE yes yes yes
Banker FE no no no
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Crisis Effect: Debt Overhang and Rollover Risk

Sample: All Firms
Dependent variable: I/K

(1) (2) (3)
Europe Euro area Periphery

POST×Debt -0.0172*** -0.0172*** -0.0202***
(-45.79) (-40.21) (-35.53)

Debt 0.0446*** 0.0461*** 0.0503***
(95.85) (85.44) (70.85)

POST×Maturity 0.114*** 0.114*** 0.129***
(25.64) (21.10) (19.04)

Maturity -0.232*** -0.260*** -0.274***
(-51.86) (-48.38) (-38.31)

POST×Debt Service Capacity 0.0164*** 0.0187*** 0.0285***
(5.87) (4.68) (5.47)

Debt Service Capacity 0.0697*** 0.0772*** 0.0599***
(26.22) (19.03) (11.44)

Observations 4,199,388 2,837,950 1,819,913
R2 0.36 0.34 0.33
Firm FE yes yes yes
Country-sector-year FE yes yes yes
Banker FE no no no
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The Role of Weak Sovereigns

Sample: All Firms
Dependent variable: I/K

(1) (2) (3)
Europe Euro area Periphery

Weak Sov.×Debt -0.00199*** -0.00194*** -0.00204***
(-18.87) (-18.56) (-19.27)

Debt 0.0228*** 0.0244*** 0.0278***
(61.29) (61.49) (51.34)

Weak Sov.×Maturity 0.0120*** 0.0122*** 0.0138***
(10.44) (10.52) (11.90)

Maturity -0.161*** -0.166*** -0.201***
(-40.70) (-40.17) (-35.93)

Weak Sov.×Debt Service Capacity -0.00281* -0.00231* -0.000987
(-2.08) (-2.11) (-0.99)

Debt Service Capacity 0.0631*** 0.0596*** 0.0430***
(19.59) (17.22) (11.04)

Observations 3,781,903 2,808,857 1,819,913
R2 0.35 0.34 0.33
Firm FE yes yes yes
Country-sector-year FE yes yes yes
Banker FE yes yes yes
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Conclusions

We document significant debt-overhang and roll over risk effects in
Europe which cause sluggish investment.

Debt overhang effect deteriorates with declining macroeconomic
conditions regardless of firm heterogeneity.

Roll over risk effect deteriorates with increasing sovereign risk and
more so for firms who enter the crisis with high levels of short term
debt.

We predict investment decline at macro level by combining our
micro level effect of debt overhang on investment with macro level
changes in Debt/GDP prior to crisis: predicted investment
decline is 80 percent of the observed investment decline

Policy implication: Only bank recapitalization will not solve the
problem.
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EXTRA SLIDES
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Weak Bank Balance Sheets and Lending Channel
Sample: Matched Firms
Dependent variable: I/K

(1) (2) (3)
Europe Euro area Periphery

Weak Banker×Debt -0.000275** -0.000273** -0.000523**
(-6.31) (-6.33) (-7.40)

Debt 0.0194** 0.0197** 0.0236**
(26.42) (25.50) (21.42)

Weak Banker×Maturity 0.00162** 0.00162** 0.00445**
(3.07) (3.00) (6.00)

Maturity -0.186** -0.183** -0.277*
(-23.30) (-21.53) (-22.07)

Weak Banker×Debt Service Cap. -0.00103* -0.00151* -0.00134*
(-2.13) (-2.15) (-2.28)

Debt Service Capacity 0.0717** 0.0874** 0.0627**
(12.33) (11.63) (7.32)

Weak Banker -0.00859** -0.00743** -0.00902**
(-5.56) (-4.46) (-4.99)

Observations 1,255,767 971,814 631,824
R2 0.43 0.42 0.38
Firm FE yes yes yes
Country-sector-year FE yes yes yes
Banker FE yes yes yes
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Firm Leverage
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Size Distribution, Manufacturing, 2006 (from Gopinath,
Kalemli-Ozcan, Karabarbounis, Villegas-Sanchez, 2015)

Spain Italy Portugal Germany France Norway

Employment

ORBIS-AMADEUS 1-19 employees 0.24 0.13 0.25 0.05 0.10 0.18
20-249 employees 0.50 0.55 0.53 0.32 0.35 0.47
250+ employees 0.26 0.32 0.22 0.63 0.56 0.35

Eurostat (SBS) 0-19 employees 0.31 0.41 0.34 0.15 0.20 0.20
20-249 employees 0.43 0.37 0.48 0.32 0.34 0.42
250+ employees 0.26 0.22 0.18 0.53 0.46 0.38

Gross Output

ORBIS-AMADEUS 1-19 employees 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.06 0.05 0.11
20-249 employees 0.42 0.49 0.43 0.27 0.23 0.40
250+ employees 0.45 0.40 0.46 0.67 0.72 0.49

Eurostat (SBS) 0-19 employees 0.14 0.21 0.15 0.06 0.10 0.13
20-249 employees 0.38 0.41 0.42 0.22 0.27 0.36
250+ employees 0.49 0.38 0.43 0.72 0.63 0.51
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